
 

ABSTRACT − Searchable encryption is a crucial 

research location in cloud computing. However, 

maximum present green and dependable cipher text 

seek schemes are primarily based on key phrases or 

shallow semantic parsing, which aren't clever 

sufficient to fulfill with customers’ search goal. 

Therefore, in this paper, we advise a content 

material-aware search scheme, which could make 

semantic seek extra clever. First, we introduce 

conceptual graphs (CGs) as an understanding 

representation tool. Then, we gift our schemes 

(PRSCG and PRSCG-TF) based on CGs in step with 

specific eventualities. In order to conduct numerical 

calculation, we switch unique CGs into their linear 

form with some modification and map them to 

numerical vectors. Second, we employ the era of 

multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted cloud 

facts as the premise against two danger fashions and 

lift PRSCG and PRSCG-TF to resolve the hassle of 

privacy-keeping smart semantic seek primarily based 

on CGs. Finally, we pick real-international 

information set: CNN data set to test  

 

our scheme. We also analyze the privateness and 

efficiency of proposed schemes in detail. The 

experiment results show that our proposed schemes 

are green. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, a massive wide variety of data owners 

decide to keep their man or woman information inside 

the cloud that could assist them attain the on-demand 

remarkable programs and services. It additionally 

reduces the fee of records control and storage facility 

spending. Due to the scalability and excessive 

performance of cloud servers, the manner for public 

records get right of entry to is plenty greater scalable, 

low-cost and solid, specifically for the small 

enterprises. However, facts proprietors are perplexed 

by way of the privateness of facts and present schemes 

choose to using facts encryption to clear up the trouble 

of records leakage. How to comprehend an efficient 

searchable encryption scheme is a difficult and 

important hassle. Many existing current schemes are 

keyword-based seek consisting of single keyword and 

multi-keywords and so on. These schemes permit facts 

users to retrieve involved documents and go back 
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associated files within the encrypted form. However, 

because of connatural localization of keywords as 

report eigenvectors, the again consequences are 

usually vague and unable to meet intention of users. 

Those way key phrases as a document characteristic 

are inadequate data which deliver fantastically little 

semantic facts. And some present schemes desire to 

explore the relationships among key phrases to 

increase the retrieval outcomes. However, whilst 

extracting keywords from documents, the 

relationships amongst key phrases are out of 

consideration which leads to the limitation of these 

schemes. So exploring a new know-how 

representation with more semantic statistics as 

compared with keywords to comprehend searchable 

encryption is a challenging and vital challenge. To 

resolve the problem, we introduce Conceptual Graph 

(CG) as a know-how representation tool on this paper. 

CG is a shape for understanding representation based 

on first logic. They are herbal, simple and satisfactory-

grained semantic representations to depict texts. A CG 

is a finite, linked and bipartite graph. We will give a 

element description. However, it’s difficult for making 

suit on CG in the encrypted form. One present 

consultant scheme tries to resolve this trouble inside 

the plaintext, however whose system of calculating the 

similarity rankings usually relies at the server and 

external understanding base. It’s unlikely to be 

realized inside the encrypted situations, the motive is 

that the cloud server have to study none of concrete 

content in our retrieval. Proposes a scheme in the 

encrypted form, but it performs CG homeomorphisms 

earlier than encrypting. That means the scheme is 

unable to operate at the encrypted statistics and 

doesn’t understand searchable encryption inside the 

actual sense. Although our preceding look at is capable 

of recognize the purpose of performing search on CG, 

it’s an initial and intuitive scheme which is value 

expensive and not efficient. 

II. EXISTING WORK 

Existing encryption algorithm is semantic comfy 

which results in our encrypted documents are relaxed 

underneath known cipher text model. So D(E D) in 

principle is small enough to be left out. From the above 

analysis, we can view D (M, S) + D(I) + D(E D) as a 

negligible possibility which may be ignored. 

According to this, the system holds and it proves our 

schemes are secure under acknowledged cipher text 

model 

Many present current schemes are key-word-based 

seek which includes unmarried keyword and multi-

key phrases and so forth. These schemes permit data 

users to retrieve fascinated files and go back 

associated files within the encrypted form. Due to 

connatural localization of key phrases as document 

eigenvectors, the lower back results are always 

obscure and unable to satisfy intention of customers. 

Those way keywords as a file characteristic are 

inadequate statistics which bring noticeably little 

semantic information. 

III. RELATED WORK 

Text summarization is an important hassle, which has 

several applications. This hassle has been substantially 

studied and lots of procedures had been proposed 

within the literature for its solution. One of the 

maximum hard issues in the area of text 

summarization is producing a consumer-focused 

summary primarily based on a question. A. Gelbukh et 

al proposes, check out a brand new technique that 

tackles this problem and endorse a new answer the 

usage of file graphs. This is their first time to 
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participate in Document Understanding Conferences. 

A. Gelbukh et al provided new processes for query 

based totally text summarization based on report 

graphs. Document graphs had been used earlier than in 

computerized assessment of summaries and proved 

successful. They used three approaches to summarize 

the documents furnished for DUC-2006 project. Our 

goal changed into to submit the nice summaries 

generated via the 3 processes to NIST for evaluation. 

Unfortunately, and due to an accidental mistake, we 

submitted our worst summaries to DUC, which (as we 

consider) has affected our gadget’s normal pleasant 

dramatically. Despite this unlucky mistake, they had 

been thrilled by using participating in DUC-2006 

which became a good possibility for us to evaluate our 

gadget’s great and we're making plans on enhancing 

our device’s performance and hope to participate in 

destiny DUC meetings. 

The trends in storage gadgets and pc networks have 

given the scope for the world to emerge as a paperless 

network, for example Digital information paper 

systems and virtual library structures. A paperless 

network is heavily depending on records retrieval 

systems. Text summarization is an area that supports 

the purpose of data retrieval systems by assisting the 

users to get their wanted facts. A. Gelbukh et al 

discusses at the relevance of the use of traditional stop 

lists for text summarization and using Statistical 

evaluation for sentence scoring. A new methodology 

is proposed for imposing the prevent list idea and 

statistical analysis concept based on elements of 

speech tagging. A sentence scoring mechanism has 

been advanced through combining the above 

methodologies with semantic evaluation. This 

sentence scoring method has given appropriate results 

whilst applied to discover the relation between herbal 

language queries and the sentences in a report. 

Traditional stop lists which might be used by search 

engines should now not be used for sentence 

preprocessing in textual content summarization. 

Because they include phrases which play an crucial 

role in fetching correct statistics from a non 

established database. The sentence scoring techniques 

are very a good deal dependent on key phrases inside 

the sentences and these key phrases may be received 

through the use of parts of speech tagging. A sentence 

scoring approach based on the proposed forestall list 

technique will give higher similarity effects for 

sentences involving natural language queries. 

IV.  FRAME WORK 

 

Fig.1. the architecture of smart search based on over 

encrypted cloud data. 

A. The system and Threat Models We summarize our 

gadget version confirmed in Fig. 1 which consists of 

three entities: information proprietor, statistics 

consumer and cloud server.  

1) Data Owner: Data proprietor owns n records 

documents F = F1, F2, . . . , Fn that he encrypts his 

source documents earlier than they're outsourced to the 

cloud server. Also, needs to guarantee that those 

documents may be searched successfully. In this 

paper, the statistics owner encrypts their files set and 

generates searchable indexes before outsourcing 

records to the cloud server. Besides this, the pre-
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procedure work along with the construction of CG, the 

transformation of CG into vectors and the update 

operation of documents ought to be treated in advance 

of time. The information person also must make a cozy 

distribution of the important thing data of trapdoor 

generation and provide authorization for authorized 

records customers. 

 2) Data Users: Data users should reap a warrant from 

statistics owner to have access to files. Data users 

ought to put up a easy sentence to generate a trapdoor 

and take back the files which meet his requirement 

from the cloud server.  

3) Cloud Server: Cloud server gets the shop request 

from the facts proprietor and execute the operation of 

storing the encrypted files and searchable indexes. 

When the records customers send the trapdoor to the 

cloud server, the cloud server makes a computation of 

relevance scores and returns top-okay related 

documents to the information users. The cloud server 

is also liable for executing the command of updating 

files and searchable indexes. We introduce the hazard 

version that's proposed in below. We assumes the 

cloud server is “honestbut-curious”, that's the same as 

the maximum previous paintings. The cloud server 

must follow the detailed protocol truly and efficiently, 

however it’s additionally curious to deduce and 

analyze information something is files or indexes. 

Based on the ones, proposes danger fashions as 

follows:  

4) Known Cipher text Model: In this model, we 

anticipate that the cloud server only recognizes 

encrypted dataset and searchable index that is 

outsourced by means of the statistics proprietor.  

5) Known Background Model: Compared with the 

recognized cipher text model, the recognized historical 

past version can acquire extra data. This statistics can 

also comprise the correlation dating among given seek 

requests (trapdoors) and the dataset related statistical 

facts. As an example of feasible attacks in this 

example, the cloud server should use the known 

trapdoor records mixed with file/key-word frequency 

to deduce/perceive positive key phrases inside the 

question. 

V.  OUR ANALYSIS 
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value 

Resu

lt 

1 Create 

new user 

registratio

n process 

Enter the 

personal 

info and 

address 

info. 

Update 

personal 

info and 

address 

info in to 

oracle 

database 

successful

ly 

True 

2 Enter the 

username 

and 

password 

Verificati

on of 

login 

details. 

Login 

Successful

ly 

True 

3 Upload 

informati

on 

Enter all 

fields 

Web data  

uploaded 

successful

ly 

True 

4 Making 

Relations. 

Enter all 

fields 

Store the 

data in 

database  

True 
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S 

.N

o 

Test case 

Descripti

on 

Actual 

value 

Expected  

value 

Resu

lt 

1 Create the 

new user 

registratio

n process 

Enter the 

personal 

info and 

address 

info. 

Personal 

info and 

address 

info its not 

update 

into 

database 

successful

ly.  

False 

2 Enter the 

username 

and 

password 

Verificati

on of 

login 

details. 

Login 

failed 

False 

3 Upload 

informati

on 

Enter all 

fields 

Web data 

is not 

create 

successful

ly. 

False 

4 View 

requests 

View all 

request 

Web data 

is not 

available  

in 

database 

False 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, as compared with the previous have a 

look at, we advise greater cozy and efficient schemes 

to remedy the problem of privacy-keeping smart 

semantic search based totally on conceptual graphs 

over encrypted outsourced facts. Considering various 

semantic representation equipment, we select 

Conceptual Graphs as our semantic carrier due to its 

remarkable capacity of expression and extension. To 

improve the accuracy of retrieval, we use Tregex 

simplify the important thing sentence and make it 

extra generalizable. We switch CG into its linear shape 

with some modification creatively which makes 

quantitative calculation on CG and fuzzy retrieval in 

semantic degree feasible. We use extraordinary 

strategies to generate indexes and assemble two 

exceptional schemes with improved schemes 

respectively in opposition to chance models by using 

introducing the frame of MRSE. We implement our 

scheme on the actual information set to show its 

effectiveness and efficiency. 
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